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Context of sustainability

- Central player in local economy, global reach
- Sustainability is multifaceted, requires balancing various pressures
The JSE response: integrated

Sound governance

Sustainable Competencies

Sustainable Commercial Growth

Sustainable Community

Sustainable Value Creation

Sustainable footprint
Building our house for 2017

Cost effective
Capital efficient
Agile and innovative

Integrated trading | Integrated clearing & settlement | Innovative products | Innovative services

- Rigorous cost understanding and focus
- Technology delivery
- Market and client intelligence
- Regulatory and market credibility
- Integrated, customer-focused, collaborative culture
- Diversified, capable, respected workforce

Building a resilient organisation which is positioned for the future
External influence: hybrid approach

**Regulatory Framework**
- Mandatory governance
- King III comply or explain (incl. integrated reporting)

**Investment tools**
- SRI Index since 2004

**Enabling Environment**

**Engagement**
- ESG Investor Briefings / Showcase

**Advocacy**
- UNPRI, SSE
- King III, CRISA
- Discussion forums